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October 31, 2016  

Fairfield Neighbourhood Plan 

 

I had the opportunity to participate in the Transportation, Heritage, and Future of Urban 

Villages forums.  The following are items which I perceived were important and of concern to 

the members of the discussion groups in which I participated.  The issues, obviously are 

interlinked, however, I have listed them by category of the forum titles. 

 

Transportation 

 

1 .Enforce vehicle speed limits on collector roadway Fairfield Street between St Charles and 

Vancouver Streets.   

 

Segments of this roadway have been posted as 30 and 40 kph, however there has been no 

consistent or effective police enforcement.  The situation is most hazardous weekdays during 

morning inbound traffic flows 0730 until 0900, over noon hour, and 1430 until 1700.   

 

Vehicle operation by distracted drivers continues to be especially dangerous at these times of 

peak pedestrian and bicycle movement of children to schools and playgrounds. 

 

 

2.  Reduce vehicle speed and provide traffic calming measures on collector roadway Vancouver 

Street between Southgate and Fort Streets.   

 

This roadway is narrow, on street parking is allowed on both sides in some areas and parked cars 

impede sightlines of vehicles entering from local streets.   

 

Significant volumes of bicycle traffic (bike to work and school cohort) join Vancouver Street 

inbound from Richardson, McClure and Rockland in the mornings and leave Vancouver Street 

outbound on Rockland, McClure and Richardson at the end of school and work day. 

 

The speed of vehicles northbound on Vancouver Street in the mornings and southbound in late 

afternoons is hazardous to cyclists on Vancouver Street and pedestrians attempting to cross 

Vancouver Street at Rockland, Burdett and Richardson. 
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3.  Post and enforce 30 kph school zones north and south of Cathedral School.   

 

The crosswalk formerly at the crest of the hill on Vancouver Street at Burdett was relocated to 

align with the Rockland greenway project junction with Vancouver Street.  The presence of the 

former crosswalk at Burdett somewhat slowed both north and southbound vehicle traffic.  

Pedestrians and schoolchildren crossing Vancouver Street are not visible to northbound vehicles 

on Vancouver Street until the vehicles have fully cleared the intersection at Burdett Street. 

 

In addition, the intersection of Burdett and Vancouver and beyond is now more frequently 

obscured to northbound vehicle traffic by the increased number of vehicles stopped and waiting 

to turn west onto Burdett Street.  This also is a result of the road closure by the Rockland 

greenway project.  

 

 

4.  Reduce cut through vehicle traffic on McClure Street between Vancouver and Cook Street. 

 

Vehicle cut through traffic volumes from Cook via McClure to Vancouver are highest during the 

morning inbound commute 0730 until 0900, over noon hour, and from Vancouver via McClure 

to Cook outbound 1430 until 1700. 

 

This also is a result of the Rockland Greenway project which closed Rockland between 

Vancouver and Quadra Streets.  Traffic used to follow Rockland from the traffic signal at Cook 

Street crossing Vancouver then jogging onto Broughton or Courtenay after crossing Quadra. 

 

Visibility along both Vancouver Street and McClure Streets is limited by the hilly profiles and 

the presence of parking on both sides of the streets. 

 

When joining and leaving Vancouver Street, the cut through traffic is hazardous to pedestrians 

on the east sidewalk of Vancouver Street and cyclists both northbound and southbound on 

Vancouver Street. 

 

Possible remedies might include 

 

Prohibiting northbound left hand vehicle and cyclist turns from Vancouver to 

Burdett St. 

    or  

Blocking McClure Street at midpoint between Vancouver and Cook streets to  

cross vehicle traffic . 
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(The latter may simply shift the cross flow traffic to Richardson, and/or Collinson 

Streets) 

 

5.  Widen sidewalks along with increased setbacks of any new buildings in proposed node 

village areas (see Housing and Urban Villages).   

 

Allow (on a space use rental basis) restaurants and coffee shops to use areas between sidewalks 

and curb for bistro style tables and seating.   

 

6. Provide additional street furniture such as benches and bicycle racks on civic boulevards. 

 

 

 

All of the above potential remedies are congruent with the draft Transportation Plan goals 

 if pedestrians and cyclists are to be priorities over commuter and cut through vehicle traffic for 

collector and local streets. 
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Heritage 

 

1 .The Humbolt Valley Precinct Plan adopted by City Council in February 2005 was judged to 

continue to well communicate the planning principles and future visions for the heritage rich 

northwest sector Fairfield.  At time of preparation, this plan had considerable input and was well 

supported by community residents.   

 

 

2. The wide streetscapes, green boulevards, and public and private green spaces are highly 

valued as community amenities.   

 

 

3. Future replacement structures should be consistent in mass and spacing with the present mix 

of old and new buildings and should function as a transition area of decreasing heights west to 

east between the high density and high profile development downtown and the lower density and 

profile of the balance of Fairfield. 

 

 

4. Replacement and new structures should accommodate established and identified view 

corridors by limiting building height and mass (important in transition zones).  

 

 

5. With allowance for reasonable residential density increases desired by the updated Official 

Community Plan, densities and land uses envisaged by the Humbolt Valley Precinct Plan should 

be carried forwards to the corresponding heritage areas in the new Fairfield Plan 

 

 

6.  Wide treed streetscapes were deemed to be important to both existing Fairfield residents and 

to tourists.   

 

Retention of sense of place, scale and classic and heritage facades were felt to be important as 

both tourism and education opportunities for enjoyment by future generations. 

 

 

7. New buildings adjacent to heritage structures should respect and reflect the scale, finishes, 

rooflines and shape of the heritage building. 
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8. A lively discussion took place at our table regarding new construction which generally fits in 

and “looks old” versus criticism of “pseudo heritage replication”. 

 

The majority of participants supported new buildings which complement and mirror heritage 

structures in shape, mass, surface finishes but which use modern materials and technology to 

meet intended operational uses, function well from the perspective of interior comforts and light, 

and which optimize efficient energy use.  New structures should be comfortable to occupants and 

efficient in use. 

 

Strong feelings were expressed by table occupants who have experienced frustration and 

discomfort working and living in older structures inadequately modified for present uses and 

which have inadequate heating and ventilation, poor light, and unworkable functional geometry. 

 

The Hallmark Society representative (who lives in Saanich) supported the minority position of 

retention of old structures pretty much without reservations. 
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Future of Housing and Urban Villages 

 

1  There was support for the concept that additional residential development should be 

distributed generally over all of Fairfield via garden suites, legal (building code conforming) 

basement suites in existing or raised single family dwellings and duplexes. 

 

 

2.  Additional residential dwellings up to four (4) floors plus elevator penthouse were deemed to 

be acceptable along Cook Street and on side streets intersecting and immediately adjacent to 

Cook Street subject to 5 to 8 meter setbacks from the rear of widened sidewalks and terracing of 

the third and fourth floors back from the street. 

 

 

3. New residential buildings should be massed and set well back from roadways in order to retain 

openness and sunlight and large public spaces. 

 

 

4. New residential buildings should provide a diversity of suite sizes to accommodate entry level  

first time buyers, families, and single or widowed seniors. 

 

 

5. Delivery trucks and moving vans (tenants/owners moving in and out) should have on site 

access to building entries in future mid size to large residential buildings.  (i.e. vans have either a 

loading zone at curbside or access from an onsite laneway)  

 

 

6. All new residential buildings should provide off street parking at 1.3 stalls per residential unit 

plus service vehicle and visitor parking.  Provision of off street parking should not be traded 

away for street furniture, car coops, electric car charging stations, heritage amenities or 

restorations.   

 

All new developments should leave the neighbourhood parking problems enhanced rather than 

escalated. 
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7.  “Working Group” members at our table who either were developers or owned properties on 

Cook Street called for additional commercial development citing business losses to Uptown Mall 

and Oak Bay Avenue. 

 

Residents felt that vehicle access concerns and available ground space would preclude 

commercial enterprises able to compete with Uptown or Mayfair malls, segments of Oak Bay 

Avenue in City or Victoria, or Fairfield Mall 

 

The developers perceived a replica of Oak Bay Avenue as presently exists between Fort Street 

and Foul Bay Road. 

 

Residents wished to replicate Oak Bay Avenue as presently exists between Foul Bay Road and 

St. Patrick Street. 

 

Residents perceived a future Cook Street Village as having additional restaurants, pubs, butcher, 

baker, gift shops, small grocery store (larger than 7 Eleven but smaller than present Market on 

Yates), barbershop/salon, bank, and real estate offices.   

 

The vision of residents was entertainment and leisure activity related commercial involving 

pedestrian or cycle access from the neighbourhood.   

 

The “high street” focus should be entertainment and leisure rather than groceries and durable 

goods sales. 

 

 

8. Patron vehicle parking requirements for pubs or bars should be discouraged. 

 

 

9.  Food floors, hardware stores, and services outlets requiring frequent delivery trucks because 

of volume of goods sold, or for which purchasers require vehicles to transport groceries, paint, 

hardware, etc back to their homes were deemed to be best located at Fairfield Plaza. 

 

 

10.  The space between widened sidewalks and curbs (ref#5 Transportation) should be made 

available to adjacent restaurants and coffee shops for tables and seating or have street furniture 

such as benches and bicycle racks. 
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Cook Street Village - Urban Core Ventures proposal - 1041Oliphant St. et al. 

 

1.This proposal is significantly too large for the site.   

 

There has been strong and continued opposition by Fairfield Gonzales residents who perceive the 

project to exemplify in the extreme financial greed by a development proponent during an 

interval where Official Community Plans have been formulated but not adjusted to reflect 

neighbourhood concerns arising from not yet prepared updated neighbourhood and precinct 

plans.  

 

 

2.  The proposed building setback from the back of widened sidewalks should be 8 to 10. metres 

on Oliphant street, and 8 to 10 meters on Cook Street. 

 

This move will place the down ramp for underground parking to under the south westernmost 

ground floor suite. 

 

 

3.  The overall building height should be reduced to four floors plus elevator penthouse. 

 

 

4.  The third and fourth floors should be terraced back from both Oliphant and Cook Streets. 

 

Steps 2, 3, and 4 will address community concerns regarding shading of Cook and Oliphant 

Streets, and openness of Cook Street streetscape, 

 

 

5. The project should provide 1.3 parking stalls on site per residential unit including the 

work/live units. 

 

 

6.  The project should provide 5 visitor and service vehicle parking stalls on site 

 

 

7.  The project should provide one on site truck loading space suitable for commercial 

delivery/moving vans near service doors for residential component elevator and the commercial 

component retail goods delivery.   

 

There should be no requirement at any time for on street positioning of delivery vans for 

movement of goods to the commercial component or moving vans to the residential component. 
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8.  Internal garbage/recycle bin storage rooms for both the commercial component and the 

residential component should be provided at a location accessible to garbage and recycle 

vehicles from the rear laneway. 

 

There should be no requirement at any time for garbage/recycle bins to be parked on city streets 

or sidewalks either waiting emptying or waiting return to garbage/recycle storage rooms. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the forums and to provide feedback. 

 

George Churcher 
personal information




